Shuttle buses, displaying the STIRAP sign, will provide the transfer between hotels and the conference site.

from the hotels to the conference site:

The transfer is done with city-buses. They use regular city-bus
stops. The timing is adjusted to avoid interference with the regular bus lines. Thus, the buses will arrive on time and cannot wait
for long.
The single downtown bus stop (“Stadtmitte C”, see maps 2,3, 6 and 7)
is for the hotel Alcatraz, Barth, Lauterbach, SAKS and Altstadt,
The bus stop “Polizeipräsidium” (see map 8) is for the hotels B&B,
Astra and Zum deutschen Michel.
The bus stop “Zollamtstrasse” (see map9) is for the Hotel Zollamt.

Location of bus stop, see maps 2 - 11
Downtown

B&B Hotel

Hotel Zollamt

(“Stadtmitte C”) (“Polizeipräsidium”) (“Zollamtstrasse”)

Tuesday:

12:05

12:10

12:15

Wednesday:

08:40

08:45

08:50

Thursday:

08:40

08:45

08:50

Friday:

08:40

08:45

08:50

Schedule

Schedule for the STIRAP-bus transfer

Transfer

Transfer between hotel and conference site

Arrival and departure on campus is at the bus stop “Universität
West”, directly under the pedestrian bridge (see map 10 and 11).
Upon arrival, you reach the campus via the bridge (you cannot
cross the 4-lane street otherwise). For departure, you do NOT
cross the bridge to reach the bus stop.

from the conference site to the hotels
(one bus goes to the downtown bus stop, one goes to Zollamt
and B&B)
Bus stop

“Universität West” – see map 11

The hotel Zollamt is in 20 min walking distance from the lecture
halls, but the walk is slightly uphill (see map 4). When leaving the
hotel, turn left and walk along the Buchenlochstrasse uphill. (You
can also walk along the “Trippstädter Strasse” but this is a less
pleasant route.). When reaching the campus, have the circular tower (building nr. 47, the president resides at the 12th floor) to your
left and proceed more-or-less straight across the campus, to reach
the Mensa (building nr. 30, to your right) and, to your left, building
nr. 42 with the lecture hall. The number 42 is only seen close to
the top of the circular structure above the building.

Tuesday:

approx. 21:30, after the end of evening lecture

Wednesday:

approx. 22:00, after the end of concert

Thursday:

approx. 22:00, after the end of symposium banquet
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Friday: 	The STIRAP-shuttle bus will leave from the campus bus stop “Universität West” at 13:00 sharp, to
bring you to the train station (less than 10 minutes
driving). The bus proceeds to the downtown STIRAP-bus stop. The STIRAP-minibus is available for
those who have no need to rush to the train station.
Let the registration desk know when you want to
leave.
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